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8480 Cooper Creek Blvd, University Park, FL  34201                                                                                   

941-359-3300   www.cottonpatchquiltshop.com 

It is strongly suggested that you purchase your class supplies at Cotton Patch Shop to ensure you have the proper items.  

We appreciate your support.  

Tucker University, Wing Clipper 

Pat George 

 

1-301 Wing Clipper 1, Pickets and Quickets 

Learn the simple secrets to creating crisp, clean flying geese effectively and quickly.  This method can 

be applied to any pattern that requires flying geese units.  Since you usually have to make hundreds of 

these units at a time, why not make them perfect every time? 

Expand the use of your Wing Clipper1 by learning how to make Pickets and Quickets.  Once you begin 

to recognize these units, you will be surprised how often they appear in patterns from your favorite mag-

azines and designers.  You will want to add Pickets and Quickets to your border options. 

 

Required Supplies: 

Wing Clipper 1 and Quilter’s Magic Wand, available for purchase at Cotton Patch 

Technique Sheet: Pickets and Quickets, available for purchase at class time at Cotton Patch 

Design Sheet: Wing Clipper 1, included in your class fee 

Basic Sewing Supplies 

Sewing Machine with power cords and manual 

Neutral piecing thread 

Machine needles, size 80/12 Microtex preferred 

Snips or trimming scissors 

Seam ripper 

Rotary cutter with a sharp blade 

Marking pencil (mechanical, Pigma, or Sewline Fabric Pencil) this will be discussed in class 

Small cutting mat 

Straight edge ruler, 6” x 12” or so 

Invisigrip (optional) 

Best Press or light starch (optional) 

Fabrics: 

In class you will create 4” units that can be used in a variety of blocks, rather than a specific project (no 

ufos!) 

Bring a background fabric and 4 or 5 fabrics.  If you think you might like to put together a project with 

your units, Pat recommends 1 yard of background and 4 or 5 1/2 yard pieces that look nice together. 


